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Abstract We report and demonstrate the feasibility of a laterally coupled racetrack microresonator based on UV210 photoresist to act as a thermal and glucose sensor. The large thermo-optic coefficient and the detection principle based on the interaction of the evanescent field with different glucose concentrations demonstrate that this sensor displays high sensitivity on detection properties. Deep-UV lithography procedures allow us to develop a laterally coupled microresonator with submicrometer patterns. The thermo-optic response of the racetrack microresonator is interrogated by using a NiCr alloy tip positioned on the top of the device. Temperatures ranging between 19 and 33ºC yield a red shift of the resonant wavelength with a linear sensitivity of 220 pm ºC⁻¹. Additionally, the thermal tunability is successively demonstrated by covering the resonator with DI water. A blue shift of the resonant wavelength is obtained with a linear sensitivity of 200 pm ºC⁻¹. The resonance optical properties under this top cladding conditions lead a Q-factor of 4000 with a finesse of 5.7.

Glucose homogeneous sensing capability is also experimentally demonstrated. Different concentrations of glucose solutions result in a red shift of the resonant wavelengths with a linear sensitivity of 280 pm/(mg/ml). Finally, these results validate the laterally coupled racetrack microresonator as an operative photonic component for integrated optical devices such as optical filters applied on telecommunication, or transducer components devoted to assess biochemical interactions.
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1. Introduction

Both manufacturing processes and inter-cellular signal transductions demand an effectual next generation of chip-submicroscale sensors with the aim of respectively achieving effective thermomechanical monitoring under hostile working conditions and a better understanding of multiple signaling transductions \(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). Although significant advances have been attained in the micro fabrication of novel sensor technologies, low cost fabrication, integration with existing technologies, portability, robustness and customizability remain as strong requirements demanded by the commercial sector. Additionally, the sensor platform requires an effective capability to process and differentiate multivariable data, which calls for arrays of different sensor configurations integrated into a single chip \(^2\). Furthermore, the submicrometer size condition is essential since small devices are able to respond quickly to environment changes and feature enhanced sensitivity properties. Regarding the above-mentioned considerations, optical sensors are good candidates for telecom and biosensing applications, because they are easy to fabricate and to integrate with existing technologies \(^3\)\(^-\)\(^8\). In the domain of optical integrated (OI) devices, polymer materials especially offer various advantages with respect to others, such as low production cost, ease of manipulation and fabrication, high thermo-optic coefficients and high coupling efficiency to optical fibers \(^3\),\(^9\),\(^10\). The intrinsic high thermo-optic property presented on OI devices built on polymeric materials turns them attractive for data communications and multivariable biochemical treatments because they have an active region that is either very effective, sensitive or both \(^11\),\(^12\). Additionally, this property and the submicrometer size make them feasible optical devices for characterizing and monitoring novel configuration of thermal flow microheaters \(^13\).

On the other hand, for biological and chemical detection, polymer materials can be easily surface-activated, wherewith high specificity and selectivity can be achieved \(^3\),\(^8\),\(^14\). Currently, the most studied OI sensors are based on Mach-Zehnder interferometers, grating sensors, surface plasmon sensors and optical microresonators \(^2\)\(^-\)\(^8\),\(^14\). There is significant attention to optical microresonators for manufacturing processes and for biosensing applications, mainly due to their structural simplicity, compactness in size, simplicity in fabricating and their capability to biochemically target their surface and follow the biorecognition by means of the extension of their evanescent field. Besides the fact that relevant advantages can be adjusted depending on the application through the relationship fabrication protocol-design, several shapes such as microdisks, microracetracks and microspheres may be considered \(^15\)\(^-\)\(^17\).

Polymeric microresonators have been successfully used as: strain sensors, laser microcavities, modal filters, and as optical temperature and glucose sensors \(^11\),\(^18\)\(^-\)\(^20\). In this work we present the viability of a specific microresonator, based on a racetrack shape and on UV210 photoresist, as a temperature and glucose sensor. Recently, UV210 photoresist has been used as single mode rib waveguides \(^21\) and submicrometer 2D-resonators \(^15\), demonstrating the high capability of the polymer for photonic miniaturization. Then, the design and the overall fabrication and optical characterization of a cascade of multiple microresonators acting as modal filters have been presented \(^16\). In order to demonstrate the complete feasibility of the UV210 photoresist to support OI devices, this paper aims to present the first developments of this polymeric microracetrack for temperature and homogeneous glucose sensing. Section II briefly describes the design and fabrication of such a polymeric microracetrack. Section III presents the experimental protocol for optical characterization of the devices under test. Section IV and section V respectively present the validation of the photonic device acting as temperature and homogeneous glucose sensor.
2. Microracetrack design, fabrication and device visualization

An OI device based on a racetrack microresonator consists of two main parts: the bus optical waveguide and the resonator with an elongated coupling zone. The bus optical waveguide works as an input/output optical waveguide channel, the resonator being where the coupled optical wave makes multiple round trips. It is known that the most important optical parameters that describe the response and behavior of a microresonator are the free spectral range FSR, the full width half maximum FWHM, the quality factor Q and the finesse F. Enhancing these properties depends essentially on fabrication protocols together with the selected resonator design. Particularly, an improvement on the coupling mechanism makes better the performance of the microresonators: this can be achieved either by selecting alternate photonic circuit design strategies such as vertically coupled microresonators (which implies more fabrication costs), or simply by elongating the coupling region of the microresonator. In this work, we have focused on the resonator based on UV210 photoresist, and developed through deep UV (DUV) lithography, procedures yielding a racetrack-shaped geometry with apt lateral coupling mechanisms with respect to the bus optical waveguide.

2.1 Microracetrack design

As illustrated in figure 1, the microracetrack is coupled with two straight slowly tapered optical waveguides, mainly assuring the single mode operation of the OI device and, moreover, the efficient power-coupling due to the optical parameters considered in this study. The distance separating the bus optical waveguides from the optical microresonator is named gap size. In a microresonator configuration, this pivotal geometrical condition determines the coupling strength required between both elements, which is directly transferred and displayed on the resonance transmission with poor or excellent properties.

Figure 1

For laterally coupled OI microresonators, the development of devices with a gap in the subwavelength order is not an easy task. Our device was fabricated following the DUV lithography procedures and considering the UV210 photoresist handling conditions, which enable to develop OI devices in the submicrometer order. More specifically, the 400 nm gap between the cavity and the rib waveguides ensures an apt optical coupling via an evanescent field. This gap value overcomes those discussed in previous publications, where we also observed clear resonance transmission. The R=50 μm radius and the Lc=60 μm coupling length are both main features characterizing the geometry of a racetrack. Furthermore, the alignment and the parallelism variation between the rib optical waveguide and the elongated zone in the resonator are crucial to get a high coupling efficiency within the OI device. On the other hand, although the OI device has a doubly-coupled configuration, the optical characterization and the experimental protocol are based on a directional coupler where the microresonator is singly-coupled through an optical waveguide. Considering Fig. 1, the port in and port out are respectively the ports at which light is injected and the optical spectrum is transmitted. Regularly, an optical add–drop filter is traditionally used to insert or extract specific wavelength channels in a wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) system and has become a fundamental building block for optical communication systems. Nevertheless, this work focuses
on sensing capabilities, thus all consecutive optical characterizations will carry out through this singly-coupled configuration. Details about the main parameters are discussed below with relevant images obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and a micro beam profile (MBP) system.

2.2 Fabrication and optical visualization: DUV lithography processes, SEM and MBP images

Devices are fabricated through DUV lithography, the whole process being performed in a cleanroom. The starting point of the fabrication is a commercial silicon wafer covered with a 1.5 μm-thick thermal SiO$_2$ layer. A 1 μm-thick layer of the UV210 polymer is spin-coated on the SiO$_2$/Si substrate. After softbaking procedures, the microresonators patterns are transferred onto the UV210 polymer layer. This is immediately followed by the post exposure bake (PEB) procedure in order to complete the cross-linked polymeric mechanism. Before developing, the sample is cooled down, which enhance the quality of the patterning of the devices. Then, the sample is immersed in the developing solution, and the submicrometer patterns are revealed. Finally, the last step consists in fully cross-linking the polymer layer by means of a curing process, also referred to a hard bake step. This process is realized in an oven with temperatures ranging from 100 °C–150 °C over 24 h. The importance of this final step is critical on the fabrication of these devices because with unsuitable hard bake steps poor conditions of crosslinking are achieved favoring significant sorption of water molecules through the polymer matrix which in addition, changes the rigid conditions of the devices $^{24, 25}$.

For OI devices based on polymeric materials and fabricated through optical lithography procedures, it is decisive to assess the main structural qualities, such as surface conditions of the photonic devices before optical characterization. Sidewall roughness yields an untoward strong effect on the optical features of these OI devices due to the degree of light scattering: unfortunately, with devices fabricated under these conditions, roughness on the vertical sidewalls of the waveguide is unavoidable $^{26}$. Scanning electron microscopy and Micro Beam Profiler (MBP) images of the device have been systematically recorded, and the main results are gathered consecutively on Fig. 2. The corresponding MBP images are taken by considering normal environmental conditions with air as upper cladding.

**Figure 2**

Figure 2a presents a top-view perspective of the submicrometer optical racetrack microresonator. The OI device is well defined presenting a radius of $R = 50 \ \mu$m, a width of $w = 5 \ \mu$m and a coupling length of $L_c = 60 \ \mu$m. The measurement of the gap width leads to a mean value of 400 nm with a standard deviation calculated for several measurements along the coupling length of 30 nm, showing the high accuracy of the DUV lithography method and the degree of parallelism between both the bus and the coupling region in the device. Finally, the light propagation along the bus waveguide and the loop of the racetrack microresonator is depicted in Fig. 2b. It also displays the coupling light along the coupling region, thus confirming the evanescent coupling between rib waveguides and microresonators. Such images reproduce the design conditions while also demonstrating the suitable accuracy of DUV optical lithography to fabricate photonic structures.
3. Optical characterization of the photonic devices under test: experimental protocol

Optical racetrack microresonators are then characterized using the experimental platform presented in Fig. 3.

**Figure 3**

The device is characterized under two optical broadband sources. The first one is centered at 845 nm with an FWHM of 30 nm, and the second one at 1025 nm with an FWHM of 45 nm. In waveguide sensors whose detection mechanism is based on the extended evanescent field, one of the key parameters weighing on the performance of the device is precisely the penetration depth of the field highly depending on the wavelength source value. Considering the laboratory conditions, we choose to carry out the homogeneous glucose sensing by way of the broadband source centered at 1025 nm, so as to maximize the penetration depth. The transverse electric TE polarization of both sources is controlled by combining a polarizer and a half-wave plate. The beam is then focused and coupled with the photonic devices through the port in of the rib waveguide. The input and output beams are respectively guided with two X20 microscope objectives. The device and the microscope objectives are positioned on piezoelectric nanopositioners for better stability and injection facilities. The beam at the output port of the rib waveguide is monitored with an infrared (IR) camera and an optical powermeter. Once the maximum power is obtained, the optical powermeter is replaced by an optical spectra analyzer (OSA Ando AQ-6315E) for resonance detection analysis.

The source used for the resonance measurements is a broadband laser: therefore, the effective group index $n_{grp}$ instead of the refractive index of the materials for the optical resonances linked to each quantified WGMs has to be considered. This effective index takes into account the group velocity $v_g$ of the light wave package, which is also more relevant for broadband sources. Due to the physical principle of the WGMs resonances and the optical properties, these modes occur at regular spectral intervals called the Free Spectral Range (FSR) defined as $\Delta \lambda = \lambda_0^2 / (P \cdot n_{grp})$, with $\lambda_0$ the excitation laser wavelength in vacuum and $P$ the geometrical perimeter of the MR under test.

Figure 4 is a typical normalized spectral response from a microracetrack resonator carried out at room temperature (20ºC) and the air as upper cladding condition.

**Figure 4**

The normalized FFT response, presented in Fig. 4b, corroborates the theoretical approach with the experimental one. Regarding the geometrical conditions of the OI device and using $n_{UV210}=1.556$ at 850 nm (Cauchy law), FSR values of 1.02–1.13 nm are expected for $\lambda_0$ ranging from 820 nm to 860 nm. A possible minor difference between the theoretically and experimentally obtained values can be explained by considering the dispersion of the $n_{grp}$ quantity inherent to the use of optical large bandwidth sources. Through Lorentzian fitting, values of 0.27 nm for FWHM at $\lambda = 853.77$ nm, Q-factor of 3100 and F of 4.7 are calculated. This result is 2 times
higher in comparison with the previous one obtained for devices with one resonant structure developed with this photoresist, which is mainly due to the reduced gap size value characterizing this racetrack microresonator\textsuperscript{16, 27}.

4. Temperature sensor based on racetrack microresonator: test results

The combination of the intrinsic high thermo-optic property with the microresonator featured as a transducer system could enable the use of such structure as a tunable optical filter. It is the aim of this section to assess the thermal tunability and consider the feasibility of the polymeric UV210 optical racetrack microresonator as a thermal sensor. The optical bench depicted in Fig. 4 is modified by including a heating resistant tip of Ni-Cr alloy on the top of the device under test. The relative position of the heating tip is controlled using a xyz micrometric mount, while the tilted images of the interaction between the de OI device and the tip are recorded with a webcam. Before carrying out the measurements of thermal tunability, the calibration curve of the thermal alloy Ni-Cr tip is obtained by considering a relevant NTC thermistor temperature response as a function of the current circulating through the tip. Once the calibration curve is defined, the experimental protocol of the thermal response is realized by covering the device respectively with air and deionized (DI) water.

Figure 5 presents the plot of the measured resonant wavelength evolution taken with air as upper cladding. Their corresponding Lorentz fittings as the temperature of the thermal tip is increased from 19 °C to 33 °C are also presented. By selecting a resonance peak at 847.71 nm the OI device follows the temperature inputs with high accuracy. Moreover, Fig. 5b presents the thermal relationship and the specific hysteresis curve of the OI device.

**Figure 5**

With temperature below 30 °C, a red-shift linear trend is observed in Fig. 5b for this polymeric UV210 racetrack microresonator with a rate of thermal sensitivity averaging 220 ±11.6 pm °C\textsuperscript{-1}. Nevertheless, a slight tendency to saturate the thermo-optic response is observed when the temperature is increased above 30 °C. Such a nonlinear response shows that for this regime the temperature is enough to change the density of the UV210 polymer which directly impinges on the thermo-optic effect of the polymer ($\Delta n/\Delta T$). Fig. 5b shows the comparison between the corresponding ascending and descending slopes, which respectively represent the heating/cooling of the OI device under test with the thermal tunability signals. This behavior demonstrates the high reproducibility and controllability of the spectral responses with a minor lagging effect between them. These results highlight the mean values of four ascending and descending measurements with intervals of 5 minutes between each point for stability on the signal. By taking into account the refractive index for TE mode $n_{UV210}$= 1.556 and the assessed thermal sensitivity, the thermo-optic coefficient of the UV210 photoresist is calculated as $\Delta n/\Delta T$= -2.3 x10\textsuperscript{-4} °C\textsuperscript{-1}, which is in good agreement with known values for polymers\textsuperscript{11, 28, 29}.

Additionally, the blue-shift thermal tunability of the optical racetrack microresonator is demonstrated by varying the top cladding conditions. Figure 6 shows the thermal tunability response by covering the OI devices with DI water. The blue-shift observed on the thermal tunability of the resonance peak cannot be explained by considering just the thermo-optic effect
as mentioned above. This linear variation is due to the combination of the refractive indices and
volume changes of the racetrack microresonator.3,30
Moreover, under these conditions, the experimental curves no longer present the slight saturation
phenomenon observed when air was the upper cladding. Such a behavior is mainly explained
with the compared heat transfer capability of both claddings: Indeed, the air being quite less
dense than DI water, both convection and conduction superimposed mechanisms entail a faster
thermo-optic saturation effect in the OI device.

**Figure 6**

The stability presented on the experimental results depicted in Fig. 6b demonstrates that an
efficient and complete fabrication protocol for our OI polymeric devices was good enough to
avoid misunderstandings on the transmission properties of the OI device due to water absorption.
Here, we have to highlight the importance of the hard bake exposure in the fabrication steps for
better fully cured devices. When this last step takes place, these polymeric materials have a very
high level of crosslinking which leave little space in between the molecular chains for water
tobe absorbed.
A new value of $Q = 4000$ at $\lambda = 852.575$ nm is calculated due to refractive index symmetric
conditions.31 Furthermore, important features arising from this result are that for an expected
homogeneous sensing, this blue-shift must be considered to avoid any misunderstanding in the
data interpretation as the analyte should be recognized by the surface of the resonator.
On the other hand, for the purpose of the article, these results represent a very significant aspect
in the evolution of the UV210 photoresist as a multifunctional photonic submicrometer material.
Therefore, red and blue-shift behaviors on the resonance peak allow us to consider the racetrack
microresonator as a tunable device by alternating with different upper cladding conditions, e.g.,
DI water and air.

5. Glucose sensing: demonstration of homogeneous sensing

- In the domain of biochemical sensors, microresonators used as OI devices present valuable
advantages in comparison to other detection techniques whose detection principles are based on
electrical, magnetic and mechanical signals. Mainly, these OI devices are constituted with optical
waveguides with cavity shapes confining discrete sets of wavelengths: their optical
biointerrogation hinges on the extension of an evanescent-field. The wavelength shifts essentially
happen because the bulk refractive index of the OI device change.2,32 In the bulk refractive
index sensing, there are two sensing mechanisms, with homogeneous and surface sensing. In
both mechanisms the biochemical solution serves as upper cladding layer of the OI device
wherewith, different concentrations change the effective refractive index of the guided mode. In
homogeneous sensing, the molecules in the solution contribute to the refractive index change:
However, in this measuring scheme it is not possible to provide specificity. On the other hand, in
the surface sensing mechanism are created intentionally binding sites on the surface to attract
specific analytes within the aqueous solution. This route allows adsorption features and provides
a way to selectively detect specific analytes.33 It is the aim of this work to present and
demonstrate the homogeneous sensing capability of the racetrack microresonator based on
UV210 photoresist by measuring different concentrations of glucose solutions in DI water in the
static mode (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 1 mg/ml).
Glucose is a prominent analyte with a very high demand, because its control is of vital importance in diabetic patients, and a glucose sensor is an integral part of an artificial pancreas with its controlled insulin release. Optical MRs sensors are presented such as an excellent and convenient opportunity for noninvasive glucose monitoring procedures: it is the same with other biochemical entities as relevant development would allow either automated control on biological processes or on-line control in the industry applications, e.g., agriculture and food.

Previously, the thermo-optic effect on this OI device based on polymeric materials has been demonstrated: furthermore, when sensing measurements are carried out in a solution, a given temperature variation is associated with a blue-shift which can influence the data obtained from biorecognition. Therefore, an apt temperature control of the device is mandatory, and the setup presented in Fig. 3 is modified and replaced by a thermostatic mount on which the OI device is positioned, integrating a thermistor for temperature measurement and a thermoelectric cooler connected to a PID temperature servo system. All measurements are performed at 20 °C and with DI water as reference and as upper cladding. Then, glucose solutions with different concentrations are spread on the microresonator with a drop volume high enough to avoid evaporation: before measurements, they are allowed to rest between 3 to 5 minutes for thermal equilibrium. After each measurement, the OI device is rinsed with DI water and dried with compressed air.

Compared to the first study devoted to a thermal measurement sensor whose upper cladding was air, the change of reference for this new glucose application detection will change slightly our reference in our two separate applications regarding thermal and glucose detections. It is clear that considering the reference with the upper cladding as pure water compared to the air on our protocol increases significantly the efficiency of the optical coupling between waveguide and the micro-resonator which is governed by the length of the lateral evanescent queue wave as \[ d = \frac{\lambda_0}{2n} \left( n_{\text{eff}}^2 - n_{\text{clad}}^2 \right)^{-1/2} \]. With water as upper cladding, in our fixed configuration (geometry of the resonators, fixed wavelength and size value of the core waveguide/resonator), such a length will increase by a factor 1.5 then modifying slightly the selectivity in the spectral response. However this should be strictly devoid of any impact on the glucose sensor application, because both applications are intrinsically decorrelated (pure thermal measurement and glucose detection). The reference for the whole glucose detection is the set waveguide/resonator covered with a pure water upper cladding.

Figure 7 presents the measured wavelength resonance shift as a function of glucose concentration.

The resonant wavelength shift for glucose sensing depicted in Fig. 7b shows off the reproducibility of the measurements and the linear response with a rate of glucose sensitivity averaging 287 ±45 pm/(mg/ml). The two experimental curves, referred to as I and II, in Fig. 7b were operated consecutively and under the same protocol and experimental conditions. In this plot, we highlight the uncertainties of both measurements I and II which correspond to five acquired samples for each glucose concentration: moreover, we emphasize the high level of reproducibility of the two independent obtained measurements. Besides the high reproducibility of these results, the two curves of Fig. 7b show the high stability of the device to support
measurements based on water with solutes without possible swelling trends on the optical waveguides constituting the OI device.

Since the resolution of the OSA is fixed at 0.1 nm, with our protocol of glucose measurement with a thermal stabilization activated and set at a temperature 20°C, we did not visualize any noise at a fixed glucose concentration and then a shift of the resonance peaks. As regards the lower limit of detection of such sensors devoted to low glucose detection concentrations ranging between [0-1] mg/ml, for typical glucose concentration values considered within human cells, we manage to detected a lower limit concentration down to 0.04 mg/ml corresponding to a relative change about 10\(^{-5}\) on the value of the optical refractive index of the glucose solution.

Such experimental data demonstrate the capability of this OI device based on UV210 photoresist to achieve homogeneous biorecognition measurements: moreover, its linear sensitivity is in the same order as that of published performances of polymeric microresonators for glucose homogeneous sensing. Finally, through these results we can conclude that after the first set of measurements, the properties on the transmission spectrum return to their initial conditions free of possible history effects on the signal which demonstrates the homogeneous sensing mechanisms of the experiments.

6. Conclusions

An integrated UV210 racetrack microresonator is fabricated, optically characterized and assessed for thermal tunability and for glucose homogeneous sensing measurements. An efficient fabrication process by means of deep UV lithography allows shaping a laterally coupled racetrack microresonator with adequate quality: this enables us to present the device as a chip-scale integrated system with cogent properties to be used for thermomechanical monitoring and for biochemical sensing. The structural qualities such as shape, dimensions and surface conditions of the racetrack microresonator are characterized by scanning electron microscopy that confirms the sharp accuracy of the lithography technique to transfer submicrometer patterns onto the UV210 photoresist. A systematic optical characterization and FFT analysis of the transmission signals of the OI device under test show a set of resonant wavelengths with excellent agreement on the optical parameters with respect to those theoretically expected, with a calculated Q-factor of 4000 in DI water. The possibility of tuning the set of resonant wavelengths by handling the thermo-optic effect of the UV210 photoresist is demonstrated by means of changing the temperature of a Ni-Cr alloy tip positioned on the top of the racetrack microresonator surface. Then, a linear thermal red-shift with sensitivity about 200 pm °C\(^{-1}\) is obtained. Moreover, varying the top cladding conditions as the device is covered with DI water yields an effective tuning of the resonant wavelengths with shorter wavelengths (blue-shift). This linear blue-shift behavior is due to the combination of the refractive indices and the volume of the racetrack microresonator. Therefore, both red and blue-shift variations presented on the resonance peak support the conclusion that the racetrack microresonator can be used as a tunable device by alternating top cladding conditions. Additionally, the homogeneous optical transduction mechanism is demonstrated by investigating with glucose on the top of the racetrack microresonator. Different concentrations lead to a shift of the resonant wavelengths by means of changing the analyte medium’s refractive index. This shift shows off a linear response with a sensitivity of about 280 pm/(mg/ml).
Finally, this work demonstrates that laterally coupled UV210 racetrack microresonators, fabricated through deep-UV lithography procedures, are valuable candidates for thermomechanical monitoring and for homogeneous glucose sensing. Furthermore, with such capabilities, a racetrack microresonator, acting as a transducer component in an optofluidic cell, could suitably be used in many areas, such as drug synthesis and environmental monitoring.
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9. Figure and table captions

Figure 1. Schematic representation of racetrack microresonator. Parameters $R$, $L_c$ and $g$ represent respectively the radius, the coupling length and the distance between the rib waveguides and the microresonators.

Figure 2. Visualization of the structural details of the device under test through $a$ SEM and $b$ MBP system. The MBP images are taken under normal environmental conditions: air as upper cladding.

Figure 3. Experimental setup. Two broadband sources are used to optically characterize the sensor capability of the OI device. XYZ displacement mounts are used to control the NIR objectives (x20) and the device positions. The injection, propagation and detection are achieved through an IR camera, an optical powermeter and an MBP system. Optical resonances are finally analyzed with an OSA. The thermo-optical response of the device is characterized by using a Ni:Cr alloy tip positioned on the top of the device. Additionally, homogeneous sensing experiments are carried out with solutions in static mode by depositing droplets on the microresonator surface.

Figure 4. $a$ Resonances transmissions spectrum for racetrack microresonator and $b$ its corresponding normalized fast Fourier transform (FFT).

Figure 5. $a$ Resonance peak shifts for six thermal input values with air as upper cladding, and $b$ their corresponding linear responses for ascending and descending thermal input intensities.

Figure 6. $a$ Blue-shift on the normalized resonance peaks for six thermal input values, the racetrack microresonator being immersed in DI water $b$ Ascending and descending responses by respectively increasing and diminishing the thermal input intensities.

Figure 7. $a$ Resonance wavelength shifts of the racetrack microresonator based on UV210 photoresist immersed in glucose solutions with various concentration values. $b$ Reproducibility on the linear variations of resonance wavelength shift as a function of glucose concentrations.
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